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This meta-analysis summarizes teaching effectiveness studies of the past
decade and investigates the role of theory and research design in disentangling
results. Compared to past analyses based on the process–product model,
a framework based on cognitive models of teaching and learning proved
useful in analyzing studies and accounting for variations in effect sizes.
Although the effects of teaching on student learning were diverse and complex,
they were fairly systematic. The authors found the largest effects for domainspecific components of teaching—teaching most proximal to executive
processes of learning. By taking into account research design, the authors
further disentangled meta-analytic findings. For example, domain-specific
teaching components were mainly studied with quasi-experimental or experimental designs. Finally, correlational survey studies dominated teaching
effectiveness studies in the past decade but proved to be more distal from the
teaching–learning process.
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This meta-analysis summarizes studies of the past decade that have investigated
the effects of teaching on student learning. Thus, the focus is on the components
of teaching in classrooms and their effects on student learning. One reason for
conducting this meta-analysis in this time period was that recent models of teaching
and learning should have influenced the findings of empirical studies. Consequently,
prior meta-analyses needed to be updated. The second and equally important
reason was to use meta-analysis to address potentially conflicting findings among
studies.
Accordingly, we based the meta-analysis on recent models of teaching and
learning and distinguished among research designs. Thus, by being explicit about
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current and past models and evaluating evidence methodologically, we sought to
provide in-depth information about teaching effects on student learning. By taking
this tack, we also sought to enhance future teaching effectiveness research both
conceptually and methodologically.
We are aware that studies of the effects of teaching on student learning are
diverse and that a meta-analysis in this area of research has to summarize many
types of instructional approaches. Decisions about how to categorize diverse types
of teaching acts had to be made; an analysis of each individual technique was not
possible. The goal of the meta-analysis, however, was not to endorse any particular
category of teaching approach but to summarize the state of research after a certain
period of time in a manner useful to researchers and policy makers.
Recent models of teaching and learning characterize learning as a self-regulated
and constructive process (Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 2000; Collins, Brown, &
Newman, 1989). Moreover, this characterization has stimulated a substantial number
of empirical studies of the effects of teaching on student learning, using a variety
of methods. By making explicit the common components in these models, we seek
to focus researchers’ attention on components of learning and on teaching as a
process of creating and fostering learning environments in which students are
supported in activities that have a good chance of improving learning.
We examine the research in three ways. The first way recognizes that the effects
of teaching on student learning can be diverse. Some teaching components might
have an effect on students’ cognitive growth, others on students’ motivational
development, and other learning components might affect learning processes.
Moreover, some components might show short-term effects on learning processes,
whereas others might show long-term effects on motivation and achievement.
Thus, the meta-analysis investigated the effects of teaching on three types of outcome
measures found in research differentiating between the effects of teaching on
cognitive and on motivational–affective student outcomes (Gruehn, 1995): learning process outcomes, cognitive outcomes, and motivational–affective outcomes
(Shuell, 1993, 1996; Snow, Frederico, & Montague, 1980).
The second way we examine current research is by categorizing studies into one
or another model of teaching and learning and by investigating the effects of model
components on student outcomes. The first model, the process–product model, has
served as the basis of previous meta-analyses. We apply this first model in our
meta-analysis to provide continuity in findings on teaching effectiveness research.
However, this model is limited in light of research conducted in the past decade.
Models of teaching and learning have changed to emphasize cognitive components
and have been refined. Thus, a second model that is based on current conceptualizations of teaching and learning, a cognitive learning process model, is used. We
chose this cognitive conceptualization of teaching and learning instead of alternative models that stress the social and situative perspective (Floden, 2001) because
the body of studies with a background in a social and situative perspective was too
sparse during this time period. Although we speak of a cognitive model, we nevertheless conceptualize teaching and learning jointly, and we consider context (Shuell,
1993, 1996). Thus, our model is one of teaching and learning in context, in which
elements of teaching are integrated into components of learning.
The third way we examine the research is by accounting for the role that research
design plays in investigating teaching effectiveness. We ask whether effect sizes
vary systematically with different designs.
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In Part I, we present a framework that accounts for models of teaching and
learning. In doing so, we briefly review and summarize the field of teaching effectiveness. In Part II, we take up methodological considerations and challenges in
teaching effectiveness research. Part III focuses on the research questions, methods,
and results of the meta-analysis. In Part IV, we summarize our findings and draw
conclusions with regard to the future developments of teaching effectiveness
research.
Before proceeding, we need to clarify some vocabulary. We speak of teaching
variables when we refer to single teaching acts or behaviors as stated in published
research. We refer to teaching components when we classify and interpret teaching
variables according to theoretical models. We speak of teaching effects or teaching
effectiveness when referring to the effects of teaching on student learning. Finally,
we use the term models of teaching and learning as shorthand for the effects of
teaching on learning.
I. Models of Teaching and Learning
Traditional Models in Meta-Analyses of Teaching Effectiveness
Early teaching effectiveness research hypothesized that certain teaching acts
and conditions would affect student outcomes. The basic process–product model
distinguished product, process, presage, and context variables (Dunkin & Biddle,
1974). Product variables referred to a variety of student outcomes such as student
achievement or attitudes toward learning. Process variables were defined as the
conditions of teaching that enhance student outcomes (products). In this sense,
various teaching approaches—such as direct teaching, reinforcement, time on task—
served as process variables. Presage variables took into account the characteristics
and prior knowledge of students (age, ability, gender). Context variables (such
as parental involvement, instructional media) were considered to be factors that
influence an effect of teaching on student outcomes.
Almost all reviews and meta-analyses of school, teacher, and teaching effectiveness have been based on the process–product model (Anderson, 2004; Brophy,
2000; Brophy & Good, 1986; Creemers, 1994; Doyle, 1986; Fraser, Walberg,
Welch, & Hattie, 1987; Gage, 1963; Gage & Berliner, 1998; Helmke & Weinert,
1997a; Lipsey & Wilson, 1993; Muijs & Reynolds, 2000; Ross, Stringfield,
Sanders, & Wright, 2003; Scheerens, 2000; Scheerens & Bosker, 1997; Scheerens,
Seidel, Witziers, Hendriks, & Doornekamp, 2005; Shuell, 1993; Shulman, 1986;
Snow & Swanson, 1992; Walberg & Paik, 2000; Wang, Haertel, & Walberg, 1993;
Wayne & Youngs, 2003). (Of course, the way teaching variables were organized
differed among reviews and meta-analyses.) Given the sheer body of reviews and
handbook chapters, an integral summary of findings is beyond the scope of this
article. However, as an example, we draw on the results of the two most comprehensive recent meta-analyses, those conducted by Scheerens and Bosker (1997) and
by Fraser et al. (1987). They reported that a number of teaching process variables
(e.g., reinforcement) positively affected student outcomes (see Table 1).
The five teaching components with the highest effect sizes in Fraser et al.’s
(1987) meta-analysis were reinforcement, acceleration, reading training, cues and
feedback, and science mastery. In Scheerens and Bosker’s (1997) meta-analysis,
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TABLE 1

Effective teaching components as reported in two previous meta-analyses
Fraser, Walberg, Welch,
and Hattie (1987, p. 157)
Reinforcement
Acceleration
Reading training
Cues and feedback
Science mastery
Cooperative programs
Reading experiments
Personalized instruction
Adaptive instruction
Tutoring
Individualized science
Higher order questions
Diagnostic prescription
Individualized instruction
Individualized mathematics
New science curricula
Teacher expectations
Computer-assisted instruction
Sequenced lessons
Advanced organizers
New mathematics curricula
Inquiry biology
Homogeneous groups
Programmed instruction
Class size
Mainstreaming

All
outcomes
1.17
1.00
0.97
0.97
0.81
0.76
0.60
0.57
0.45
0.40
0.35
0.34
0.33
0.32
0.32
0.31
0.28
0.24
0.24
0.23
0.18
0.16
0.10
−0.03
−0.09
−0.12

Scheerens and Bosker
(1997, p. 305)

All
outcomes

Reinforcement
Feedback
Cooperative learning
Differentiation/adaptive
instruction
Time on task
Structured teaching
Opportunity to learn
Homework

0.58
0.48
0.27
0.22
0.19
0.11
0.09
0.06

Note. The size of effects cannot be compared between the two publications. Effect sizes as
reported by Fraser et al. (1987, p. 157) refer to differences between group means expressed
in standard deviations. Effect sizes of Scheerens and Bosker (1997, p. 305) refer to logtransformed correlations (Fisher’s Z) and should be interpreted according to Cohen’s d. In
addition, effect sizes refer to all kinds of student outcomes.

variables such as reinforcement, feedback, cooperative learning, differentiation/
adaptive instruction, and time on task yielded the highest effect sizes.
Fraser et al. (1987) applied a rather detailed categorization that referred to
specific instructional treatments (e.g., reading training, reading experiments, diagnostic prescription), domain-specific teaching approaches (e.g., science mastery,
inquiry biology, new mathematics curricula), and more general teaching components (e.g., reinforcement, cues and feedback). Scheerens and Bosker’s (1997)
categorization was based on a set of time and mastery teaching models (Bloom,
1976; Caroll, 1963; Rosenshine, 1979). Thus, components such as time on task,
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structured teaching, opportunity to learn, and feedback were used to categorize
teaching components.
When comparing both meta-analyses, two insights emerged. On one hand, some
components of teaching (e.g., reinforcement, feedback, cooperative learning,
mastery learning and learning time, adaptive instruction) turned out to be effective
in both meta-analyses—that is, in meta-analyses that represented different decades
of teaching effectiveness research. On the other hand, the two meta-analyses used
different categorizations of variables based on research questions and underlying
theoretical models. Consequently, these studies produced a diverse list of effective
teaching components that restricted our ability to compare results. To simplify
and provide continuity in teaching effectiveness research, we draw on Scheerens and
Bosker’s (1997) meta-analysis and use their categorization as an initial way to
examine teaching effectiveness in the past decade (see their results in Section 6.1).
We then examine teaching effectiveness using categorizations based on more
recent models of teaching and learning.
Developments in Teaching Effectiveness Research in the Past Decade
Before outlining more recent models of teaching and learning, we note two important developments in the past decade that have influenced teaching effectiveness
research. The first development is that researchers have concentrated on more
global aspects of teaching and on analyzing teaching patterns or regimes instead
of single teaching acts (Borko, 2004). Second, we found two distinct approaches
to teaching effectiveness research of the last decade. In the first approach, researchers
focused on large-scale surveys with sophisticated statistical models that controlled
for extraneous variables, thereby increasing statistical power in detecting effects
(Raudenbush, 2004; Rowan, Correnti, & Miller, 2002). Most of these studies were
embedded in large-scale surveys that aimed to monitor student competencies and
instructional practices (D. K. Cohen, Raudenbush, & Loewenberg Ball, 2003;
Shavelson, Phillips, Towne, & Feuer, 1986).
In the second approach, researchers focused on processes of learning in specific
knowledge domains (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989; Collins et al., 1989; De
Corte, Verschaffel, Entwistle, & Merrienboer, 2003; Greeno, Collins, & Resnick,
1996). This approach resulted in a growing number of quasi-experimental and
experimental studies of the effects of specific instructional approaches on students’
learning (D. K. Cohen et al., 2003). Moreover, these studies characterized student
learning as multidimensional, meaning that instructional effects were examined on
cognitive, affective, and metacognitive outcomes (Snow et al., 1980). Floden (2001)
summarized this development as follows:
When the work on teaching effects was under fire, research-supported
recommendations for teaching were replaced by a variety of approaches,
described variously (and loosely) as Socratic, progressive, constructivist,
pragmatist, and Deweyian. These approaches all claim to be taking account
of recent research on learning, which stresses the importance of students’
active engagement. (p. 6)

From a cognitive perspective, then, teaching has been defined as the creation
of learning environments in which students maximize the possibility of executing
the cognitive activities necessary for building knowledge and reasoning capacity
(Floden, 2001).
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In the past decade, models of teaching and learning have changed. Thus, we
developed a second framework to account for these models in teaching effectiveness
studies. The framework is based on three considerations: First, if the effectiveness
of teaching is defined by the growth in student learning, our framework should be
based on student learning. Second, the framework should allow us to categorize
teaching variables according to underlying learning components. Third, the framework should be simple and functional yet categorize a broad variety of teaching
variables into learning components. In what follows, we elaborate on these considerations: First, we summarize the state of the art on teaching and learning components. Second, we outline the framework of teaching and learning components that
we used to classify research studies for this meta-analysis.
Components of Teaching and Learning
Most studies that investigated teaching effects on student learning in the past
decade focused on intentional learning in an organized setting (e.g., school instruction). Furthermore, the components of learning referred to higher order learning:
the development of meaning and in-depth understanding of learning content
(Bransford et al., 2000). These studies, then, viewed learning in the following ways:
Constructive. Learning is a set of constructive processes in which the individual
student (alone or socially) builds, activates, elaborates, and organizes knowledge
structures. From this conception of learning, it follows that teaching should maximize the opportunity for students to engage in activities that promote higher order
learning (Bransford et al., 2000; Brown et al., 1989; De Corte et al., 2003; Donovan
& Bransford, 2005; Greeno et al., 1996).
Domain specific. Intentional learning (especially within a school context) is content
specific and, thus, depends on the corresponding knowledge domain. Thus, teachers
should create an environment in which students are able to engage in domain-specific
learning activities. To do so, teachers need to have an in-depth understanding of
the content and the nature of the domain that is pedagogically useful (pedagogical
content knowledge; e.g., American Association for the Advancement of Science,
1993; Baumert, Blum, & Neubrand, 2004; Chi, Feltovich, & Glaser, 1981; National
Research Council, 2001; OECD, 2004; Schoenfeld, 1985; Shulman, 1987; Wayne
& Youngs, 2003; White & Frederiksen, 1998).
Social. The construction of knowledge takes place within the community of students
in a classroom. In various classroom settings, students are encouraged to build
knowledge within the community of learners, to explicate their knowledge, and
to regulate and monitor their learning processes (Brown et al., 1989; Collins et al.,
1989; Palincsar & Brown, 1984; Slavin, 1995).
Goal directed. Knowledge building in settings such as school instruction is intentional. Students either set individual goals or integrate externally given goals
(e.g., teaching goals) as individual learning goals. In addition to goal setting, students
have to focus on these learning goals to engage in goal-directed learning activities
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(Ausubel, 1960; Harackiewicz, Barron, Pintrich, Elliot, & Thrash, 2002; Rosenshine,
1979; Ryan & Deci, 2000).
Evaluative. Goal-directed, intentional learning has a component in which students
and teachers evaluate achievement of corresponding learning goals. The evaluation
of learning is manifold and implies self-evaluation and different kinds of formative
and summative assessment (American Association for the Advancement of Science,
1990a, 1990b; Black & Williams, 2003; Donovan & Bransford, 2005; National
Research Council, 1990, 1996, 2001).
Regulative. Learning includes a regulative component. Students should have the
opportunity to internalize processes of stimulating, monitoring, and regulating
learning. Teaching can, for example, guide and facilitate these regulative processes
by providing scaffolding, feedback, and support or by teaching students strategies
for self-regulation (Alexander, 2000; Artelt, Baumert, McElvany, & Peschar,
2003; Boekaerts, 1999; Kardash & Amlund, 1991; Pintrich & De Groot, 1990).
A Framework of Teaching and Learning Components
To integrate the components outlined above, we draw on a model developed by
Bolhuis (2003). She makes distinctions between five interrelated components: goal
setting, goal orienting, executing learning activities, evaluating, and regulating/
monitoring/deciding. Goal setting and goal orientation refer to classroom activities
that clarify goals and orient students toward learning to achieve the goals. Classroom
learning activities attempt to impact students’ internal (e.g., information-processing)
and external (e.g., hands-on) activities. Evaluating involves those classroom activities that enable teachers and students to judge progress toward learning goals.
Finally, the model includes a regulative component that is focused on those activities necessary to stimulate, monitor, and decide on learning. According to Bolhuis,
the first four components are arranged in a cycle, whereas regulating/monitoring/
deciding represents the central integrative component linking the other four.
Furthermore, regardless of cyclical arrangement, the components do not necessarily
play out in a particular sequence; paths can be characterized by slopes and moves
between components. To build knowledge, however, students have to engage in
learning activities. Bolhuis assumed that executing learning activities was the
component most proximal to knowledge-building processes.
We adapted and expanded Bolhuis’s (2003) model to use as a framework for
our meta-analysis (Figure 1). We added four components: (1) knowledge domain,
(2) amount of time for learning, (3) organizational frame for learning, and (4) classroom social climate. The remaining components of Bolhuis’s model were (5) goal
setting and orientation; (6) executing learning activities; (7) evaluation; and (8) regulation, monitoring, and decision-making. In addition, we distinguished three aspects
of the executing learning activities component: (6a) social interactions/direct experiences, (6b) basic information processing, and (6c) domain-specific information
processing. Social interactions and direct experiences include social, cooperative,
and behavioral activities in a classroom. Basic information processing refers to the
assumption that knowledge building involves cognitive activity to process verbal
and other symbolic information. Domain-specific information processing refers to
learning activities that are necessary and most adaptive for knowledge building in
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1. Domain of Learning
5. Orientation

5. Goal Setting

8. Regulation
and Monitoring

7. Evaluation

2. Time for Learning

4. Social Context

3. Organisation of Learning

Distal to executive
processes

6. Execution of
Learning
Proximal to executive
processes

a) social interactions
b) basic processing
c) domain-specific
processing

FIGURE 1. Model of teaching and learning components. Reprinted from Learning and
Instruction, Volume 13(3), Sanneke Bolhuis, Towards process-oriented teaching for
self-directed lifelong learning: A multidimensional perspective. Copyright (2003), with
permission from Elsevier.

a domain. With additions, then, Bolhuis’s model provided a framework in which
we could map diverse teaching variables.
In the following, we illustrate these components from the perspective of teaching.
These elaborations are based on theoretical considerations, as outlined in the
previous section on components of teaching and learning and are further illustrated
in the Method section of the meta-analysis.
From a teaching perspective, we consider four components that cover the instructional context and provide the necessary frame for students to engage in learning
activities: (1) knowledge domain, (2) time for learning, (3) organization of learning,
and (4) social context. The first component, knowledge domain, differentiates
teaching and learning in different content areas (e.g., mathematics, reading, science). The second component, time for learning, takes into account the amount of
time provided for teaching as a limiting frame for students to engage in learning
activities. The third component, organization of learning, refers to the extent to
which teachers provide an orderly and functional classroom setting (classroom
management). And the fourth component, social context, focuses on the degree to
which teachers establish a social learning climate within classrooms.
The central components of teaching that are conjectured to lead to student learning
are (5) goal setting/orientation, (6) execution of learning activities, (7) evaluation,
and (8) regulation and monitoring (Bolhuis, 2003). To the degree that these
components are present in teaching, student learning is expected to increase. Teaching
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acts such as clarifying goals, teaching in a clear and structured way, or activating
student pre-knowledge are important elements of the goal-setting and orientation
component. The execution of learning activities is characterized by teaching acts
that support social interactions between students and provide direct experiences
for students, facilitate the basic processing of information (e.g., high language
level, thinking-aloud methods), or provide domain-specific opportunities for
processing content information (such as mathematic problem solving, science
inquiry). Evaluation of learning characterizes teaching acts that aim to assess student
progress toward learning goals. And the regulation and monitoring component
includes teaching acts such as feedback and support or teaching students strategies
of self-regulation and self-monitoring.
Conjectures Moving Forward in Reporting Our Meta-Analysis
Based on these theoretical considerations, we made the following conjectures
for the meta-analysis:
Conjecture 1: Traditional models of teaching and learning. Previous meta-analyses
have, appropriately, been based on models of teaching and learning dominant at
that point in time. To provide continuity between our meta-analysis and these past
meta-analyses, we should compare recent findings with past analyses using the
older categories. We assume that studies of the past decade do not necessarily result
in different effect sizes than those reported by previous meta-analyses. Moreover,
given the theoretical developments in the past decade we have to assume that the
set of investigated teaching variables has become broader and that traditional categorizations might not fully cover the broader range.
Conjecture 2: Recent models of teaching and learning. Based on the framework in
Figure 1, our meta-analysis makes certain theoretical assumptions about the effectiveness of different teaching and learning components. We assumed that learning is a set
of constructive processes in which the individual student (alone or socially) builds, activates, elaborates, and organizes knowledge structures. These processes are internal to
the student and can be facilitated and fostered by components of teaching. Moreover,
we assumed that higher order learning and a deep understanding of learning content is
based on the quality of knowledge building and, thus, on the execution of learning activities. Learning activities should evoke both basic information processing and domainspecific processing. Consequently, we assumed the area of executing learning activities
to be most proximal to knowledge building. Thus, we hypothesized that variables associated with the learning activities component would produce the greatest effects on student outcomes. We further assumed that teaching variables that cover the context of
learning were more distal to knowledge building. They provide the necessary frame for
students to engage in learning activities. Thus, we assumed that more distal variables
would be associated with lower effect sizes compared to more proximal variables.
II. Methodological Approaches in Teaching Effectiveness Studies
We identified two distinct approaches to the study of teaching effectiveness in the
past decade’s research. The first approach, estimation of effects in large-scale surveys,
addressed methodological challenges by increasing statistical power. The second
approach, which stems from a cognitive psychological paradigm, used experimental
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and quasi-experimental intervention designs to investigate in-depth processes of knowledge building and its facilitation by teaching. In the following, these two approaches are
reviewed from a methodological perspective to answer the question, “To what extent
might effect sizes in meta-analyses be influenced by the choice of research design?”
Correlational Survey Designs
How might correlational survey designs influence the results of a meta-analysis
on the effects of teaching on student learning? First, for a long time, researchers
have debated about how teaching variables should be operationally defined in
survey studies (for an overview, see Rowan et al., 2002). Because they tend to rely
on proxy (self- or other-report) variables, we assumed that most of the teaching–
learning components investigated in survey studies would be categorized as distal
to executive learning activities (Figure 1).
Second, standard survey research has used statistical models in which a number
of student prerequisite variables were taken into account before teaching effects were
examined (value-added or covariate adjustment models). Those models usually result
in low to moderate estimates of teaching-component effect sizes (D. K. Cohen
et al., 2003; Raudenbush, 2004; Rowan et al., 2002). These relatively low effect
sizes have been explained in two ways. First, proxy variables of questionable
reliability and validity are used to measure teaching components. Second, variance
decomposition models measured effects on status, not change in student outcomes:
Instead, such analyses are simply modeling students’ achievement status,
which in a valued-added framework has been adjusted for students’ social
background and prior achievement. When viewed in this way, it is not surprising to find that teacher effects are relatively small in covariate adjustment
models. Such models, in fact, are assessing teacher effects on achievement
status, not change. (Rowan et al., 2002, p. 1530)

As a consequence, the authors argued, to properly estimate teaching effects,
researchers need to estimate individual student growth curves. Rowan et al. (2002)
have shown that effect sizes estimated by latent growth models were substantially
higher than effect sizes estimated by covariate adjustment models (latent growth
models: Cohen’s d = .72 to .85; covariate adjustment models: d = .21 to .42).
However, to date, the number of survey studies with a research design that allowed
researchers to apply latent growth modeling is limited. Thus, we have to expect
that the majority of studies will apply covariate adjustment models.
Summarizing the consequences of these considerations for our meta-analysis,
we have to assume low effect sizes for correlational survey studies. The low effect
sizes can arise due to distal measurement of teaching characteristics, the choice of
covariate adjustment models, or simply the approach (survey) used to investigate
natural variations in teaching practice. We cannot systematically disentangle the
combination of these sources of low effect sizes within the scope of this metaanalysis. However, by reporting effect sizes from correlational surveys in the past
decade, we might contribute to the discussion on the adequacy of research designs
in teaching effectiveness research (D. K. Cohen et al., 2003; Raudenbush, 2005).
Quasi-Experimental and Experimental Intervention Studies
The second group of teaching effectiveness studies applied quasi-experimental
and experimental research designs. Given the current discussion about the gold
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standard in American education research and the call for large-scale randomized
field trials, it seemed appropriate to review quasi-experimental and experimental
studies separately (Boruch & Mosteller, 2002; Campbell & Stanley, 1966; D. K. Cohen
et al., 2003; National Research Council, 2004, 2005; Raudenbush, 2005). The number
of experimental studies in the past decade, however, is rather limited (Cook & Payne,
2002; Crawford & Impara, 2001). Thus, investigating the effectiveness of experimental studies in educational research might be the task of a meta-analysis in the
next decade but not primarily of the past decade. For this meta-analysis, we initially
combined these two approaches and later compared the effect sizes of experimental
and quasi-experimental studies. However, the main research question regarding
the impact of research design on instructional effects focused on the comparison
between correlational surveys and (quasi) experimental studies.
The objective and structure both of quasi-experimental and experimental studies
are identical, except for the missing random assignment in quasi-experimental studies
(Cook & Payne, 2002; Raudenbush, 2005; Shadish, Campbell, & Cook, 2002).
Despite current knowledge about the design of quasi-experimental studies, we
assumed that most of the studies of the past decade would not adequately address
potential selectivity bias:
Although it is true that the results of a well-designed quasi-experiment may
not differ substantially from the results of a randomized experiment, the average
quasi-experiment in education seems to be lamentable in the confidence it
inspires in the causal conclusions drawn. Recent advances in the design and
analysis of quasi-experiments are not getting into educational research, where
they are sorely needed. (Cook & Payne, 2002, p. 173)

The most striking characteristic of (quasi) experimental research in the past
decade might be its heterogeneity in all imaginable facets: The teaching variables
studied varied from research on very specific training (e.g., metacognitive strategies) to evaluations of broad and intricate interventions (e.g., authentic pedagogy;
Scheerens et al., 2005). The studies’ theoretical backgrounds were often fuzzy,
despite the fact that most of the studies referred to current cognitive models of
teaching and learning. Indeed, each research group had given its teaching intervention a new name, resulting in a broad variety of terms for the system of teaching
variables that were manipulated.
An additional problem is publication bias. The general interest in finding interventions that worked might have resulted in a publication bias toward positive
effects of teaching interventions on student outcomes (Lipsey & Wilson, 1993).
Lipsey and Wilson argue,
Such research often yields an ambiguous mix of results—decidedly positive,
suggestive, convincingly null, and hopelessly inconclusive. Research reviewers
must then pick through these results with hopes of finding a preponderance
of evidence supporting a conclusion about treatment efficacy. More specifically, they must attempt to sort and choose among studies on the basis of their
methods, treatment variants, respondents, and the like to find those situations
for which conclusions can be drawn. (p. 1181)

The advantage of (quasi) experimental studies is that, often, researchers dealt
with the complexity of the field by concentrating on specific instructional treatments and attempted to provide valid measures of instructional characteristics and
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outcomes, often specifically tailored toward the goals of the teaching intervention
(D. K. Cohen et al., 2003; Shavelson et al., 2003; Shavelson, Webb, & Burstein,
1986). With regard to the components of teaching and learning (see Figure 1), these
studies were more likely to concentrate on measures that were proximal to both the
teaching component and the executive learning processes. Given the choice and
operationalization of teaching components and specific outcome measures, we
might expect higher effect sizes than studies with distal measures. Thus, we intend
to analyze correlational surveys and (quasi) experiments separately.
Conjectures About the Relationship Between
Effect Size and Research Design
On the basis of the methodological considerations outlined above, we have
made the following conjectures for the meta-analysis:
Conjecture: Correlational surveys. Correlational survey designs have been criticized
for the limited validity of their measures of teaching components. Given the state
of the art in survey studies, teaching components, although conceptually proximal,
are actually measured distally to executive learning processes. Together with the
predominant application of covariate adjustment models, we expect low effect sizes.
Conjecture: (Quasi) experimental studies. The field of (quasi) experimental studies
is heterogeneous. Nevertheless, these studies are more specific in their object of
investigation, choice of teaching component, and outcome measures than are surveys.
Thus, we expect (quasi) experimental studies to be focused on teaching components that are more proximal than survey studies to executive learning activities
and so to result in medium to high effect sizes.
III. Meta-Analysis of Teaching Effects on Student Learning
Research Questions
Based on the theoretical considerations outlined in Parts I and II, the following
research questions were addressed in our meta-analysis:
General Teaching Effects on Student Learning
If teaching variables are classified according to previous meta-analyses, to what
extent do current effect size estimates agree with those of a decade earlier?
What is the impact of teaching on student learning if teaching variables are
classified on the basis of recent models of teaching and learning?
Do teaching and learning components more proximal to executive learning
processes show higher effect sizes than more distal components?
Are the effect size estimates stable for the major domains of reading, mathematics, and science? Are they stable for elementary education, secondary
education, or both?
Effect Sizes Estimated from Correlational Survey Designs
How are teaching variables distributed across components of teaching and
learning in correlational survey studies? Do correlational designs cover
components distal to executive learning processes?
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How large are the effects of teaching on student learning as estimated in correlational survey studies (using Cohen’s criterion for small, moderate, and
large effect sizes)?
Do effect size estimates systematically vary with different measures of teaching
components (teacher questionnaire, student questionnaire, observation or
video analysis)?
Effect Sizes Estimated From (Quasi) Experimental Research Designs
How are teaching variables distributed across components of teaching and
learning in experimental studies? Do (quasi) experimental studies cover
components of learning that are domain specific and more proximal to executive learning processes?
How large are the effects of teaching on student learning as estimated from
(quasi) experimental studies (using Cohen’s criterion)?
Do experimental studies show greater effect sizes than do quasi-experimental
studies?
Method
Literature Search Methods
The literature on teaching effectiveness was searched broadly, canvassing
the Web of Science, ERIC (Education Resources Information Center), and ERA
(Educational Research Abstracts) databases from the years 1995 to 2004. Furthermore,
recent reviews of research and books on teaching effectiveness were searched. The
searches employed the following keywords: effective instruction, instructional
effectiveness, direct instruction, teacher effectiveness, mastery learning, constructivist
teaching, mathematics instruction, reading instruction, science instruction, classrooms, mathematics teaching, reading teaching, science teaching. Each teaching
keyword was crossed with each of the following output keywords: achievement,
competencies, interest, motivation, engagement, attainment. Overall, 333 publications
matched the crossed keyword combinations (teaching characteristics × student
output). The publications represented a number of countries in which teaching
effectiveness has been investigated.1 Despite the fact that the review of the literature
was exhaustive, we are aware that we still might have missed some relevant publications. However, we believe that the search was thorough enough to present a
collection of publications that is representative of the field.
Inclusion Criteria
The meta-analysis focused on teaching variables found in the regular school
system. Thus, studies were included that primarily investigated teaching from
Grades 1 to 13.2 Studies that specialized in kindergarten were excluded. The one
exception to this rule was long-term investigations from kindergarten to higher levels
of schooling. Furthermore, studies with a focus on teaching students with severe
learning disabilities were not included. The number of publications was reduced
to 276 after taking these criteria into consideration.
The 276 publications were then filtered using the criterion that the study must
report empirical findings of teaching effects on student learning. Application of this
criterion reduced the number of published articles to 125. Each of these 125
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publications was examined as to the number of relationships between a teaching variable and a student outcome measure (replication). Thus, each relationship between
a specific teaching component and a student learning outcome represented one
replication for this teaching component (Cooper & Hedges, 1994). The number of
replications was 1,665 and varied from 1 to 121 replications per study. We then
applied a second criterion to the remaining (125) publications: Effects had to be
adjusted for at least some kind of student prerequisite (e.g., pre-knowledge, aptitude, socioeconomic status). Application of this second criterion eliminated another
13 studies, resulting in the final number of 112 publications and 1,357 replications.
Classification
Classification of research studies according to previous meta-analyses. Of the
1,357 replications, we could classify 742 according to Scheerens and Bosker’s
(1997) meta-analysis (see Table 1). Given the description of teaching variables in
the publications, however, we could not consistently differentiate between
Scheerens and Bosker’s three categories of time on task, opportunity to learn, and
homework. In some studies, the amount of homework was either used as an indicator for opportunity to learn or as an indicator for time on task. Thus, we decided
to summarize these three categories as time for learning. We could distinguish
the other categories of reinforcement (such as tokens given to students), feedback
(such as information to students about learning progress), cooperative learning,
differentiation/adaptive instruction, and structured teaching. Overall, 178 replications
were classified as learning time, 203 replications as structured teaching, 185 as
cooperative learning, 67 as feedback, 55 as reinforcement, and 54 as differentiation/
adaptive instruction. We could not classify 598 replications into Scheerens and
Bosker’s categories; they were excluded from this first analysis. These excluded
replications referred to teaching variables such as self-regulation, domain-specific
teaching activities, teacher expectations, learning climate, classroom management,
or evaluation of learning.
Classification of research studies according to the components of teaching and
learning. Of the 1,357 replications, we classified 1,352 according to their predominant underlying component of teaching and learning (see Figure 1). Five replications
could not be classified and were excluded from the analysis. These replications
referred to a study using an integrative teaching approach in which a number of different teaching variables were applied in a combined research design, and these could
not be disentangled according to the underlying teaching and learning components.
In Table 2, we provide an overview of teaching and learning components and the
teaching variables included in each component for the 1,352 replications.
The first component, time for learning, included studies that focused on time
used for learning tasks (studies with keywords such as time on task or opportunity
to learn) or time used for homework. Overall, 34 publications with 178 replications
were added to the database.
The second component, organization of learning, comprised 17 publications with
a focus on an orderly and functional classroom setting. Thus, 121 replications investigating instructional characteristics such as classroom management or discipline/
control were summarized in this component.
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Execution of learning activities
Social interaction/
direct experience

Goal-setting/orientation

Social context for learning

Organization of learning

Time for learning

Teaching and learning component

Various teaching methods
Cooperative learning
Student discussion
Student work, hands-on

Time on task
Opportunity to learn
Homework
Classroom management
Discipline/control
Learning climate
Learning orientation
High expectations
Teacher beliefs
Goal directed
Clear and structured
Activating student prerequisites
Anchors/contexts

Teaching variables

33

33

20

17

34

Number of
publications

Integration of teaching variables into teaching and learning components

TABLE 2

222

224

136

143

196

Number of
replications

202

155

113

121

178

Number of
replications with
student background
adjustment

91

69

83

85

91

Percentage of
studies with
student background
adjustment

469

Cognitive activation
Active student engagement
High language level
Thinking aloud training
Math problem solving
Scientific inquiry
Reading/writing strategies
Assessments/tests
Support
Feedback and monitoring
Adaptivity
Self-regulation
112

10
32

18

29

1,665

88
257

129

270

1,352

87
171

112

213

81%

99
67

87

79

Note. Due to the fact that some publications provided data for more than one category, the sum of the number of publications in the column does
not correspond to the total number of publications investigated (112).

Total

Evaluation of learning
Regulation and monitoring

Domain-specific information
processing

Basic information
processing
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The third component, social context for learning, focused on the social learning
climate in the classroom and teachers’ expectations and beliefs about their students’
learning. Twenty publications and 113 replications addressed this component.
The fourth component, goal setting and goal orientation, investigated clarity of
goals, clear and structured teaching, activation of student pre-knowledge, or use
of anchors and contexts in explaining learning contents. We found such variables
in a total of 33 publications with 155 replications.
The fifth component, execution of learning activities, was divided into three
subcategories: (a) social interactions/direct experiences, (b) basic processing of
information, and (c) domain-specific information processing. For social interactions/
direct experiences, publications with a focus on cooperative learning, student
hands-on activities, student discussions, or the use of a variety of teaching methods were clustered. Thirty-three publications with 202 replications matched the
description.
The component basic information processing was found in 29 studies (213
replications). These studies focused on providing opportunities to cognitively
engage students in the learning content. Thus, we considered key variables such as
cognitive activation, active cognitive student engagement, use of a high language
level to engage students in higher order thinking, or think-aloud training with the
goal of activating students’ thinking to be basic information processing. Our purpose
in summarizing the publications in this area was to focus on teaching variables
aimed at stimulating students’ in-depth elaboration and organization of learning
content. These studies could be distinguished from those examining domainspecific processing in that they focused on generalizable factors in the processing
of learning content.
Publications with a focus on domain-specific components in processing information were categorized as domain-specific processing. This component included
18 publications and 112 replications that investigated activities such as mathematical problem solving, scientific inquiry, or specific reading and writing strategies.
The sixth component, evaluation of learning, summarized variables from 10 publications (87 replications) with a focus on the evaluative components of learning.
In the end, these exclusively investigated the effect of assessment on student outcomes. Thus, studies narrowly conceptualized evaluation and so restricted our
inferences about the evaluation component.
Finally, the seventh component refers to 32 publications (171 replications) with a
focus on the regulation and monitoring of student learning. The instructional variables
clustered here included teacher support, feedback, monitoring, teaching adaptivity,
and support of students’ self-regulation of learning.
Classification of teaching effects by type of student outcome. Teaching effects on
student learning were further differentiated according to three outcome measures:
learning processes, motivational–affective, and cognitive. Outcome measures were
categorized as learning process if they focused on the regulation of learning activities in the process of knowledge acquisition (e.g., students’ cognitive engagement,
quality of learning motivation, application of deep learning strategies). Motivational–
affective and cognitive outcomes referred to the long-term results of learning.
Motivational–affective outcomes comprised motivational, affective, and conative
results (e.g., development of stable interests, motivational orientations, attitudes or
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belief systems). Cognitive outcomes referred to results of learning with respect to
the development of knowledge, measured either by standardized achievement and
competency tests or specific tests of content understanding or student performance.
Classification by methodological characteristics. The replications were further
categorized according to the methodological characteristics of the study. The
following categories were employed:
Design: correlational, quasi-experimental, and experimental.
Measurement of instructional variables: (quasi) experimental manipulation (and
implementation checked), teacher questionnaire, student questionnaire,
principal questionnaire, and observation or video analysis.
Stage of schooling: elementary or secondary (middle and high).
Domain: reading, mathematics, or science.
Meta-Analysis Procedures
The meta-analysis was carried out by computing Fisher’s Z as an index of effect
size (Rosenthal, 1994), an index that is interpreted like a conventional correlation
coefficient (r). All statistics reported in the original research articles (correlations,
regression coefficients, t values, etc.), then, were transformed into this index.3
Furthermore, the effect sizes were weighted by sample size (factor w = inverse of
variance; Hedges & Olkin, 1985).4 We only report effect sizes based on five or more
replications.
The best known effect size coefficient, Cohen’s d, is related to the correlation
coefficient (and, hence, Fisher’s Z) in the following way: d = 2r/√(1 – r2). In addition, a close estimate is d = 2r. To interpret the size of effects, J. Cohen (1969)
considered a value of .20 as a small effect, a value of .50 as moderate, and a value
of .80 as large. The fact that effect sizes may appear small, however, does not
necessarily mean that they are unimportant. This is especially the case in the study
of teaching and learning, given the large number of factors affecting students’
performance in school systems. Moreover, even a small effect has consequences
for thousands of students. Thus, the size of effects should be interpreted carefully.
Moreover, the research questions driving this meta-analysis were less about the
size of effects and more about underlying influences giving rise to the overall effect
sizes. Consequently, we have no reason to believe that studies of the past decade
should result in different effect sizes than those reported by previous meta-analyses
where variables overlap (Fraser et al., 1987; Scheerens & Bosker, 1997).
Results
General Teaching Effects on Student Learning
Effects of teaching variables: Process–product paradigm meta-analyses. Our first
research question addressed the impact of teaching on student learning if teaching
components were classified according to Scheerens and Bosker’s (1997) previous
meta-analysis. All replications that we could classify into Scheerens and Bosker’s
model were used in estimating weighted effect sizes. In Table 3, the mean effect
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TABLE 3

Mean effect sizes for teaching components as categorized by Scheerens and Bosker
(1997): All outcomes and learning processes, motivational–affective, and cognitive outcomes

Time for learning
Structured teaching
Cooperative learning
Feedback
Reinforcement
Differentiation/adaptive
instruction

All
outcomes

Learning
processes

Motivational–
affective

n

ES

n

ES

n

ES

n

ES

178
203
185
67
55

.04
.02
.01
.01
.02

8
29
12

.14
.04
.11

17

.05

13
39
24
16
14

.12
.07
.13
.11
.07

157
135
149
51
24

.03
.02
.00
–.01
.01

54

.04

6

.04

44

.03

Cognitive

Note. n = number of replications; ES = weighted effect size on the basis of Fisher’s Z. To
interpret effect sizes according to Cohen’s d, use the formula presented in the Method section.
Scheerens and Bosker’s categories of time on task, opportunity to learn, and homework have
been summarized as time for learning (see their Section 5.3). The mean effect size of the three
categories in Scheerens and Bosker’s meta-analysis on all student outcomes is .11.

sizes are given for all student outcomes and are differentiated according to outcome: learning processes, motivational–affective, and cognitive.
Consistent, small effects (according to Cohen’s d criterion) were found for each
teaching variable (ranging from .01 to .04). The highest effect sizes were found for time
for learning (.04) and differentiation/adaptive instruction (.04) followed by structured
teaching (.02), reinforcement (.02), cooperative learning (.01), and feedback (.01). Given
these results, we consequently focused on factors giving rise to these low effect sizes.
One possible factor was aggregation: By aggregating effect sizes over very
different teaching variables and student outcomes, we might have masked more
specific effects. For example, effect size magnitudes might change if different
student outcomes were considered. As shown in Table 3, this was the case. For the
learning processes outcome, the effect size for time for learning was .14 followed
by cooperative learning (.11). With respect to motivational–affective outcomes, the
effect sizes were .13 for cooperative learning, .12 for time for learning, and .11 for
feedback. Finally, the impact on cognitive outcomes was .03 for time for learning
and for differentiation/adaptive instruction and .02 for structured teaching. Thus,
overall low effect sizes were due to low effects of teaching on cognitive outcomes.
Effects of teaching variables: Cognitive models meta-analyses. The second research
question addressed the impact of teaching on student learning if teaching variables
were classified according to recent cognitive models of teaching and learning—
teaching and learning components models. We expected that components proximal
to executive learning processes would show higher effect sizes than more distal
components would (see Figure 1). In Table 4, the mean effect sizes are given for each
student outcome—learning processes, motivational–affective, and cognitive.
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TABLE 4

Mean effect size for teaching variables categorized according to teaching and
learning components: All outcomes and learning processes, motivational–
affective, and cognitive outcomes

Time for learning
Organization of learning
Social context
Goal setting and orientation
Execution of learning activities
Social/direct experiences
Basic processing
Domain-specific processing
Evaluation of learning
Regulation/monitoring

All
outcomes

Learning
processes

Motivational–
affective

n

ES

n

ES

n

ES

n

ES

178
121
113
155

.04
.01
.04
.03

8
9
6
38

.14
.01
-.03
.09

13
26
35
19

.12
.06
.01
.07

157
86
72
98

.03
.00
.05
.02

202
213
112
87
171

.01
.02
.21
.01
.02

21
21
19

.11
.05
.16

17

.05

24
41
15
15
40

.13
.08
.21
.00
.08

157
151
78
72
114

.00
.01
.22
.02
.01

Cognitive

Note. n = number of replications; ES = weighted effect size on the basis of Fisher’s Z. To interpret effect sizes according to Cohen’s d, use the formula presented in the Method section.

Prior studies have shown that the highest effect sizes were reported for variables
proximal to executive learning activities. Replications with a focus on domainspecific learning activities have resulted in the highest effect size on all outcomes
(.21). For cognitive, motivational–affective, and learning process outcomes, the
highest effect sizes were found for the execution of domain-specific activities
(.22, .21, and .16, respectively). On one hand, these findings indicated that domainspecific activities had the highest teaching effects on student outcomes. On the
other hand, the findings also showed that teaching effectiveness was diverse and
that the impact of teaching depended on the outcome measured. Some teaching
components affected motivational–affective outcomes, others learning processes,
or still others cognitive outcomes.
Effect sizes in reading, mathematics, and science. Effect sizes in reading, mathematics, and science are reported in Table 5. Domain-specific learning activities,
once again, produced the largest effects on cognitive learning outcomes in these
three academic domains: .15 for reading, .18 for mathematics, and .30 for science.
Moreover, the pattern of effect sizes was similar across the three domains.
Effect sizes in elementary and secondary education. The effect sizes in elementary
and secondary education are reported in Table 6. Similar patterns emerged for
elementary and secondary education. Domain-specific learning activities produced
the highest effect sizes both for elementary (.20) and secondary education (.21).
In elementary education, teaching components such as time for learning (.11),
organization of learning (.08), social experiences (.05), and domain-specific activities (.20) produced the highest effect sizes. In secondary education, the effect sizes
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Science

.01
.06

.03

.03

.01

.16 7

.02

.04

5
47

23

82

33

39

26

48

n

.19

ES

60

n

.10

6

9

ES n

54

n

.07 42

26

28

33

80

22

5
.05 38

ES

n

.03

.02
.03

.04

ES

.04 72

.02 38

.15 35

.01 144

7

6

n

.01

.03

.19 10

.02

.03 51 -.02

.04 83

.01 69
.07 45

.21 88

ES

21
14

6

n

.20

22

.03 35

9

–.03 13

ES

.10

.08

.01

.08

.06
.09

.18

ES

n

.02 30

.03

.18 35

.01 23

50 -.04 15

34

22

102

.01

ES

6

n

.03 15

.26

.03

.01 13

.06 21

.01 16 –.01
.03

.03 10

ES

42 -.02 62

64

48
31

82

n

n

.03

7

.10 14

.06

.15

ES

6

8

n

.17 28

15

.20 35

ES

.30

.03

.00

.11

-.01

ES

Note. n = Number of replications; ES = weighted effect size on the basis of Fisher’s Z. To interpret effect sizes according to Cohen’s d, use the formula presented in the Method section.

Time for
learning
Organization
of learning
Social context
Goal setting and
orientation
Execution of
learning
activities
Social/direct
experiences
Basic
processing
Domainspecific
processing
Evaluation of
learning
Regulation/
monitoring

Mathematics

All
Learning Motivational–
All
Learning Motivational–
All
Learning Motivational–
outcomes processes
affective
Cognitive outcomes processes
affective
Cognitive outcomes processes
affective
Cognitive

Reading

Mean effect size by outcome: All outcomes and effects on learning processes, motivational–affective, and cognitive outcomes

TABLE 5
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.11
.08
.04
.03
.05
.03
.20
.02
.04

124
6
83
69

101
77
49
52
77
9

6

.13

-.03

8
11
16

22

8

n

.30
.00
.06

.01

.11

ES

96
74
32
41
60

114
5
55
63

n

.05
.03
.20
.02
.03

.12
.10
.05
.03

ES

101
136
63
35
94

54
115
30
86

n

.00
.02
.21
.01
.01

.01
.01
.03
.04

ES

All
outcomes

.12
.06
.20
.05

16

.09

.15
.01

ES

20
19
10

35

6
9

n

24

20
40
7

5
25
13
16

n

.09

.14
.08
.17

.24
.06
.04
.08

ES

61
77
46
31
54

43
81
17
35

n

–.01
.00
.23
.01
–.01

.01
.00
.03
.02

ES

Learning Motivational–
processes
affective
Cognitive

Secondary

Note. n = number of replications; ES = weighted effect size on the basis of Fisher’s Z. To interpret effect sizes according to Cohen’s d, use the
formula presented in the Method section.

Time for learning
Organization of learning
Social context
Goal setting and orientation
Execution of learning activities
Social/direct experiences
Basic processing
Domain-specific processing
Evaluation of learning
Regulation/monitoring

ES

n

n

ES

Learning Motivational–
processes
affective
Cognitive

All
outcomes

Elementary

Mean effect sizes across stages of schooling: All outcomes and learning processes, motivational–affective, and cognitive outcomes

TABLE 6
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were generally smaller for most teaching components (goal setting and orientation,
.04; social context, .03; basic processing, .02) than they were in elementary
education.
Summary
The analysis of teaching effects over the past decade, based on a categorization
of variables from the process–product paradigm (Scheerens & Bosker, 1997),
yielded generally small effect sizes (Cohen’s d = .04) with little variation between
the effects of different teaching components (d = .02 to .08). The first impression
in interpreting these findings (compare Table 1) might be that teaching effectiveness studies from the past decade produced smaller teaching on student learning
than did findings from studies in previous decades. This conclusion, however, is
misleading because we lack systematic information about differences in the statistical procedures (e.g., the weighting for sample sizes), inclusion criteria (e.g.,
the control of student background characteristics), literature search methods, and
study composition (e.g., surveys, experiments). Thus, we turned our attention to
identifying the influences giving rise to these low effect sizes. The paramount influence turned out to be aggregation—by disaggregating effects by type of outcome, we
found the low effects to be due to cognitive outcomes.
We expected that by categorizing teaching components on the basis of recent
cognitive models of teaching and learning, we would find higher effect sizes.
Consistent with this expectation, we found that providing opportunities to execute
domain-specific learning activities yielded moderate effect sizes (all outcomes:
Fisher’s Z = .21, d = .41), regardless of domain (science, mathematics, reading),
stage of schooling (elementary or secondary), or type of outcome (learning
processes, cognitive, motivational–affective). This finding is in line with the theoretical conjecture that teaching conditions in which students are able to execute
domain-specific learning activities should have a large effect on cognitive aspects
of learning. We found, however, that executing domain-specific activities was also
one of the most important factors for motivational–affective outcomes (e.g., interest
or self-concept of ability). We predicted that other more distal components such as
the organization of learning would result in smaller effects on learning outcomes.
Again, the meta-analysis provided support for this conjecture.
Overall, the results so far shed light on the general distribution of effects across
teaching and learning components. However, at the same time, methodological issues
arise. What if studies that investigated domain-specific learning activities were
more likely to be related to a specific research design? What if studies of domainspecific activities had more valid and reliable measures of instructional characteristics than did other components? We now turn our attention to these questions. First,
we summarize findings from correlational survey designs, then focus on (quasi)
experiments, and conclude by comparing effect sizes from experimental and quasi
experimental designs.
Teaching Effects on Student Learning by Research Design
Correlational Survey Designs
We addressed three questions with regard to correlational survey designs: (a) How
were teaching variables distributed across components of teaching and learning,
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TABLE 7
Mean effect sizes for correlational surveys: All outcomes and learning processes,
motivational–affective, and cognitive outcomes
Correlational surveys

Time for learning
Organization of learning
Social context
Goal setting and orientation
Execution of learning activities
Social/direct experiences
Basic processing
Domain-specific processing
Evaluation of learning
Regulation/monitoring

All
outcomes

Learning Motivational–
processes
affective

Cognitive

n

ES

n

142
102
92
97

.05
.01
.04
.03

79
162
4
84
143

ES

n

ES

n

ES

6
15

–.03
.12

8
26
31
15

.13
.06
.01
.08

133
72
55
67

.04
.00
.05
.01

.00
.02

16

.04

17
38

.14
.09

58
108

–.01
.01

.01
.02

5

.13

15
34

.00
.08

69
104

.02
.01

Note. n = number of replications; ES = weighted effect size on the basis of Fisher’s Z. To interpret effect sizes according to Cohen’s d, use the formula presented in the Method section.

and do correlational designs cover more distal than proximal executive learning
processes? (b) How large were the effects of teaching on student learning (following
Cohen’s criterion for small, moderate, and large effect sizes)? (c) Do effect size
estimates systematically vary with different types of teaching component measures
(teacher questionnaire, student questionnaire, observation or video analysis)?
Distribution of correlational survey replications. The distribution of replications
across learning components is given in Table 7. Of the replications, 67% came from
correlational surveys (N = 905). The majority of correlational surveys measured
distal components: 660 such replications (sum of time for learning, organization
of learning, social context, goal setting, evaluation of learning, and regulation)
compared to 245 replications for the executing learning activities component (and
only 4 replications were in domain-specific processing). Thus, the general effects
reported in the first section might be misleading. As a consequence, effect sizes
should be disaggregated by research design.
Effects of correlational surveys on student outcomes. The effect sizes reported in
Table 7 are consistent with those reported in the preceding section of this article.
In fact, the pattern of effect sizes across teaching and learning components, as well
as across different outcome measures, was comparable with the generally low
effect sizes.
Operationalization of instructional variables. Finally, we further differentiated
within correlational survey studies as to the source of the teaching component
measurement (e.g., questionnaire, video). The question is, Do effect sizes differ
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TABLE 8

Correlational surveys: Effect sizes of different measures for instructional variables
on all student outcomes
Measurement of instructional variables
Teacher
questionnaire

Time for learning
Organization of learning
Social context
Goal setting and orientation
Execution of learning activities
Social/direct experiences
Basic processing
Domain-specific processing
Evaluation of learning
Regulation/monitoring

Student
questionnaire

Observation/
video analysis

n

ES

n

ES

n

ES

33
13
19
16

.00
.01
.08
.02

19
84
59
33

.12
.01
.04
.06

9

.01

7
26

.15
.00

57
121

-.01
.02

15
26

.02
.04

41
48

.02
.08

10

.28

26
22

.01
.00

Note. n = number of replications; ES = weighted effect size on the basis of Fisher’s Z.
To interpret effect sizes according to Cohen’s d, use the formula presented in the Method
section.

as to how teaching components were measured? To address this question, each
replication was coded according to its source of measurement: teacher questionnaire,
student questionnaire, school principal questionnaire, or classroom observation/
video analysis. Table 8 reports the corresponding effect sizes. The source, school
principal questionnaire, did not occur and, thus, was not included in the table.
Observational and video analysis measures produced the highest effect sizes:
regulation and monitoring (.28) followed by the social context of learning (.15).
The next highest effect sizes were found with the student questionnaire: .12 for
time for learning, .06 for goal-setting and orientation, and .08 for regulation/
monitoring. Finally, the highest effect sizes based on teacher questionnaires was
found for the social context of learning: .08 (including variables such as teacher
expectancies and beliefs).
Summary
Correlational surveys tended to focus on distal teaching and learning components,
as indexed by number of replications of variables. Correlational studies resulted in
the same low effect sizes reported in preceding sections. Furthermore, correlational
surveys did not provide a particular advantage in investigating specific teaching
and learning components. In fact, the effect sizes were low for each of the components. Finally, we found that effect size magnitudes varied systematically with
the data source (e.g., observation, teacher questionnaire, or student questionnaire).
As a consequence, we suspect that a mix of data and not a single method might be
especially fruitful for future survey studies.
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TABLE 9

Mean effect sizes for (quasi) experiments: All outcomes and learning processes,
motivational–affective, and cognitive outcomes
(Quasi) experiments

Time for learning
Organization of learning
Social context
Goal setting and orientation
Execution of learning activities
Social/direct experiences
Basic processing
Domain-specific processing
Evaluation of learning
Regulation/monitoring

All
outcomes

Learning Motivational–
processes
affective
Cognitive

n

ES

n

ES

n

ES

n

ES

36
19
21
58

.03
.28
–.01
.10

7
5

.15
.10

5

.05

23

.05

24
14
17
31

.01
.33
.00
.16

123
51
108
3
28

.06
.03
.23

17
5
19

.13
.09
.16

7

.08

15

.21

99
43
74

.05
.02
.25

.05

12

.03

6

.11

10

.03

Note. n = number of replications; ES = weighted effect size on the basis of Fisher’s Z. To interpret effect sizes according to Cohen’s d, use the formula presented in the Method section.

Quasi-Experimental and Experimental Research Designs
Finally, we addressed the impact of teaching and learning components on
student outcomes in quasi-experimental and experimental studies. We first report
the distribution of (quasi) experimental studies across teaching and learning components. Our hypothesis was that teaching components proximal to executive learning
processes would be investigated more frequently in (quasi) experimental designs
than in correlational designs. This conjecture was supported above, but we provide
more detail here. We then report effect size findings, conjecturing that (quasi)
experimental designs would result in moderate effect sizes. This conjecture was
based on the fact that proximal components were investigated more frequently in
(quasi) experimental designs than in correlational designs. Finally, we compare
effect sizes estimated in experimental and quasi-experimental studies.
Distribution of (quasi) experimental replications. The distribution of (quasi) experimental replications across learning components is reported in Table 9. Of the
replications in our database, 33% came from quasi-experimental or experimental
designs (N = 447). We found, as expected, that 63% of the replications referred to
execution of learning activities and, thus, to proximal components. The majority
of replications within this component investigated the role of either social experiences (44%) or domain-specific activities (38%).
Effects of (quasi) experiments on student outcomes. Effect sizes ranged from –.01
for social context to .28 for organization of learning (Table 9). Domain-specific
activities (.16), time for learning (.15), social experiences (.13), and the organization of learning (.10) had the highest impact on the learning processes outcome.
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Domain-specific activities (.21) and regulation/monitoring (.11) showed the highest
effect sizes for motivational–affective outcomes. Cognitive outcomes were most
strongly influenced by domain-specific learning activities (.25), organization of
learning (.33), and goal setting and orientation (0.16). Overall, effects sizes of (quasi)
experimental studies were larger than those of correlational surveys (range of effect
sizes for correlational surveys: .00 to .05; see Table 7).
Effects sizes of quasi-experiments and experiments. Effect sizes are disaggregated
for quasi-experiments and experiments in Table 10. Overall, the pattern of effect
sizes across teaching and learning components was similar for quasi-experimental
and experimental studies, with the latter yielding considerably higher estimates, as
predicted. In both cases, domain-specific learning activities showed the greatest effects
on student outcomes. The effect sizes produced by experiments were generally
larger than those of quasi-experiments (all outcomes: quasi-experiments = .19,
experiments = .27; learning processes: quasi-experiments = .15, experiments = .40;
cognitive: quasi-experiments = .20, experiments = .30). With regard to motivational–
affective outcomes, quasi-experiments yielded larger effect sizes than did experiments (motivational–affective: quasi-experiments = .28, experiments = .18).
However, motivational–affective outcomes were few in number, and the results
have to be interpreted carefully.
Although (quasi) experimental studies produced higher effect sizes than did
correlational surveys, on average, they did not incorporate a number of important
teaching components. For quasi-experimental studies, low numbers of replications
were found for the following components: organization of learning, social context
of learning, and evaluation of learning. Experimental studies lacked measures of
time for learning, evaluation of learning, and regulation and monitoring. Furthermore,
motivational–affective outcomes were hardly investigated at all in (quasi) experimental studies. Thus, in the future, quasi-experimental and experimental studies
might examine a more comprehensive set of teaching components relevant to the
complete cycle of learning.
Summary
(Quasi) experimental studies resulted in small to medium effect sizes. In addition,
the mean effect sizes of experimental studies were larger than for quasi-experimental
studies. Providing students with opportunities to execute domain-specific learning
activities yielded the highest effect sizes, regardless of quasi-experimental or
experimental designs and regardless of the type of student outcome (learning
processes, motivational–affective, cognitive). Both quasi-experimental and experimental studies focused on cognitive outcomes. Motivational–affective outcomes
and learning processes were investigated less intensively. Finally, most replications of quasi-experimental and experimental designs referred to the executing
learning activities component. Thus, the set of teaching components relevant to the
complete cycle of learning was restricted in (quasi) experimental studies.
IV. Conclusion
What are the main findings of our meta-analysis of studies of the effects of
teaching on student learning over the past decade? First, our teaching and learning
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5

8

5
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.40
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Note. n = number of replications; ES = weighted effect size on the basis of Fisher’s Z. To interpret effect sizes according to Cohen’s d, use the
formula presented in the Method section.

Time for learning
Organization of learning
Social context
Goal setting and orientation
Execution of learning activities
Social/direct experiences
Basic processing
Domain-specific processing
Evaluation of learning
Regulation/monitoring
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n

n
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All
outcomes

Quasi-experiments

Mean effect sizes for (quasi) experiments: All outcomes and learning processes, motivational–affective, and cognitive outcomes
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model, based on recent cognitive models of teaching and learning, proved useful
in analyzing studies and effect sizes. We were better able to account for variations
in effect sizes than were past models. Second, we found that the effects of teaching
on student learning were diverse and complex but fairly systematic. Third, and more
specifically, we found the largest teaching effects for domain-specific components
of teaching—teaching components most proximal to executive learning processes.
Fourth, by taking into account research design, we were able to disentangle metaanalytic findings. For example, we found that domain-specific teaching components,
those components associated with the largest effect sizes, were mainly studied with
quasi-experimental or experimental designs. Fifth, teaching effectiveness studies
in the past decade were quantitatively predominated by correlational survey studies.
These studies resulted in overall low effect sizes. In the following, we elaborate on
these conclusions.
Models Drive Outcomes of Meta-Analyses
on Teaching Effectiveness
We examined current teaching effectiveness research using models of teaching
and learning as lenses. Two frameworks were applied: The first framework was
built on a process–product model that focused on time and mastery and on teaching
acts such as reinforcement and teacher support (Bloom, 1976; Caroll, 1963; Gage,
1963; Rosenshine, 1979). The second framework drew from recent cognitive
componential models of teaching and learning (Bolhuis, 2003).
The process–product model has been widely used in meta-analyses and reviews
of teaching effectiveness (Brophy, 2000; Brophy & Good, 1986; Creemers, 1994;
Gage, 1963; Scheerens, 2000; Scheerens & Bosker, 1997; Scheerens et al., 2005;
Walberg, 1986; Walberg & Paik, 2000). Scheerens and Bosker’s study, the most
recent major meta-analysis in this tradition, used variables such as time for learning,
structured teaching, cooperative learning, feedback, reinforcement, and differentiation/
adaptive instruction. They reported an overall mean effect size for teaching (p. 305)
of .25, with effect sizes ranging from small (.06) to large (.58). We applied the
process–product model to our data set of studies conducted during the past decade.
In contrast to previous findings, we found a mean effect size of .02, with little variation
across teaching components (.01 to .04).
Our first impression in seeing these findings was that studies of the past decade
have resulted in a smaller impact of teaching on student learning than reported by
studies from previous decades. This conclusion, however, is misleading. Despite
the fact that we used the same theoretical model as Scheerens and Bosker (1997),
and that we used the same index to report effect sizes (Fisher’s Z), the two metaanalyses are not directly comparable. Our meta-analysis differed from those in the
past because we weighted effect sizes for sample size and included only studies
with controls for student prerequisites. In addition, our literature search might have
differed from those in the past, but we lacked information to confirm this conjecture.
Thus, in comparing and interpreting the findings of the two meta-analyses, readers
have to be very careful.
Consequently, we focused our meta-analysis on ferreting out the underlying
influences giving rise to our results. We began by creating a framework (Figure 1)
consistent with recent cognitive componential models of teaching and learning
(Bolhuis, 2003; Bransford et al., 2000; Brown et al., 1989; Collins et al., 1989; De
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Corte et al., 2003; Donovan & Bransford, 2005; Greeno et al., 1996). We used that
framework to categorize teaching variables into components to see if these components might explain effect size differences. We conjectured that components most
proximal to knowledge-building executive processes should result in higher effects
on student learning than do components distal to these processes. By applying this
second model, we found that our meta-analysis produced a broader range of teaching
effect sizes than had emerged when the first model was used (range = .01 to .21).
Thus, our findings on differences between the two models showed that models
drive the outcomes of meta-analyses. We stress the importance of making underlying
theoretical models explicit in meta-analysis research.
Teaching Effectiveness Is Complex
In our meta-analysis, we recognized that the effects of teaching on student outcomes
were diverse. We thought that some teaching components might have an effect on
the students’ cognitive growth, others on the students’ motivational development;
some might show short-term effects on learning processes, and others might show
long-term effects (Snow, Corno, & Jackson, 1996; Snow et al., 1980). Thus, the metaanalysis investigated effects of teaching on three outcome measures: learning
processes, cognitive outcomes, and motivational–affective outcomes. The majority
of studies in the past decade, however, concentrated on cognitive outcomes.
We found that the execution of domain-specific learning activities had the
strongest impact on cognitive outcomes, with a moderate effect size: d = 0.45
(J. Cohen, 1969).5 For motivational–affective outcomes, highest effect sizes were
associated with the following components: domain-specific activities, social experiences, time for learning, and regulation and monitoring. For learning processes,
domain-specific learning activities, time for learning, and social experiences showed
the highest effect sizes. Domain-specific activities consistently represented the
most important influence of teaching on student learning and stood out from
the other components.
Domain-Specific Components as the
Most Effective Teaching Factor
Providing opportunities for students to engage in domain-specific learning
activities was shown to be the component with the highest effect sizes, regardless of
domain (reading, mathematics, science), stage of schooling (elementary, secondary),
or type of learning outcome (learning processes, motivational–affective, cognitive). This finding is in line with the cognitive componential models that we used:
Teaching conditions in which students are able to execute domain-specific learning
activities are most likely to affect cognitive aspects of learning (De Corte, Greer, &
Verschaffel, 1996; Mevarech & Kramarski, 1997; Reusser & Stebler, 1997; White &
Frederiksen, 1998). We also found that executing domain-specific activities played
an important role for motivational–affective outcomes (e.g., interest or self-concept
of ability). However, the number of studies that included motivational–affective
outcomes was considerably smaller than those investigating effects on cognitive
outcomes. Researchers might consider investigating the effects of domain-specific
teaching on learning processes and motivational–affective outcomes in more depth
than is currently practiced.
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Domain-Specific Teaching Studied Primarily Under
(Quasi) Experimental Conditions
By disentangling overall findings by underlying research design, we found that
domain-specific teaching components were mainly studied under quasi-experimental
or experimental conditions. For our meta-analysis, we examined these two approaches
jointly and then tentatively compared the effect sizes of experimental and quasiexperimental studies, recognizing limitations due to the small number of studies
and replications. Our findings indicated that experimental studies produced higher
effect sizes, in general, than did quasi-experimental studies. For many of the
postulated teaching and learning components, we found that replications of (quasi)
experimental studies were few or nonexistent, resulting in a number of components
for which no effect sizes could be reported. Both quasi-experimental and experimental studies focused on investigating the teaching component: providing opportunities to execute learning activities. Thus, in the future, quasi-experimental and
experimental studies might examine a more comprehensive set of teaching components relevant to the complete cycle of learning (Figure 1).
Majority of Teaching Effectiveness Studies Based
on Correlational Survey Studies
Teaching effectiveness studies of the past decade, however, were numerically
dominated by correlational survey studies as compared to (quasi) experimental
studies. Two thirds of the investigated relationships between a teaching component and a student outcome in the meta-analysis were based on correlational surveys.
The potential of correlational survey studies for explaining teaching effects on student
learning have been questioned, with criticisms pointing to the use of distal measures
of teaching components (Crawford & Impara, 2001; Shadish et al., 2002; Shavelson
et al., 1986), the predominance of covariate adjustment models (Raudenbush, 2004;
Rowan et al., 2002), and the approach taken in interpreting natural variations in
teaching (D. K. Cohen et al., 2003; Rowan et al., 2002). (We could not disentangle
these criticisms to determine which best explained our findings.) The findings
supported our prediction of small effect sizes for correlational survey studies.
We found that effect size magnitudes varied with the data source (e.g., teacher
questionnaire, student questionnaire, observation or video analysis); however, the
predominant data source for measuring teaching and learning components was
student questionnaires. These findings are in line with research that showed the
differential validity of data sources with regard to explaining student learning
(Clausen, 2001; Kunter, 2005). As a consequence, a mix of data sources and
the avoidance of a single method might be fruitful for future survey studies on
teaching effectiveness (Raudenbush, 2005; see also more generally, Shavelson &
Towne, 2002).
Advice to the Field of Research on Teaching
Effectiveness: Summary
Models of teaching and learning drive meta-analysis findings. Thus, meta-analysis
researchers should be explicit about the models underlying their meta-analyses.
From our point of view, the models should integrate the current state of art and
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allow for a comparison with past models. Meta-analyses should weight for sample
size and exclude studies that do not control for student prerequisites.
Our findings have shown that the practice of reporting overall estimates of
teaching effectiveness in meta-analyses is misleading. The studies going into these
analyses represent heterogeneous approaches to the study of teaching effectiveness.
One possible approach for future meta-analyses might be to focus on sets of studies
that address the same teaching component and/or apply the same approach in
studying the phenomenon. Our concern with this approach is that it would lead to
a narrow view of teaching and learning. A second approach would account for the
different approaches and attempt to disentangle findings. By doing so, the function
of meta-analyses would change: Instead of estimating and searching for the true
effect of teaching on learning, the role of meta-analysis primarily would be to
capture context and outcome variation in reporting nuanced findings of teaching
effectiveness.
With our meta-analysis, we sought to address researchers following both correlational and (quasi) experimental approaches: For the first group, our findings
indicate that the choice and the measurement of teaching components in survey
studies need to be reconsidered. For future survey studies, we suggest refining
underlying theoretical models, adding teaching components proximal to executive
learning activities, and applying a mix of data sources to measure teaching components. In addition, predominant statistical approaches in analyzing teaching effects
on student learning should be reconsidered (Rowan et al., 2002).
With regard to quasi-experimental and experimental research, we found that the
set of teaching components investigated was restricted and that researchers should
be aware of the teaching components necessary for a complete cycle of learning.
In addition, these researchers should expand their purview and systematically
measure and investigate the effects of teaching on learning processes, motivational–
affective outcomes, and cognitive outcomes.
In this meta-analysis, we have argued that effect sizes vary as to underlying
research design, teaching component measurement, and type of outcome. We pointed
out that (quasi) experimental research showed advantages over correlational research
with regard to the specificity of the teaching component measurement. And the
meta-analysis provided some evidence for an advantage of using specific measures
of teaching components compared to distal and general teaching measures. However,
this meta-analysis did not differentiate between the specificity of the outcome
measured—that is, whether the outcome measurement was tightly linked to the
topic of teaching or was a more global achievement measure. One possible explanation for the differences in effect size magnitudes between correlational and
experimental research might be that outcome measures used in the latter were more
closely aligned to the learning content than in the former (see Ruiz-Primo, Shavelson,
Hamilton, & Klein, 2002). Future meta-analyses should examine the sensitivity of
outcome measures to what was taught and so be able to test this alternative interpretation. For that purpose, we encourage researchers to use multiple cognitive
outcome measures in future meta-analyses—standardized achievement tests and
content-specific tests.
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Annevelink, 2004; Arnold et al., 2002; Burkam et al., 1997; Cooper et al., 1998; Creemers & Werf,
2000; Crijnen et al., 1998; D’Agostino, 2000; De Fraine et al., 2003; de Jong et al., 2004;
Driessen & Sleegers, 2000; Gamoran et al., 1997; Grift et al., 1997; Gruehn, 1995; Guthrie et al.,
2001; Hill & Rowe, 1998; Hofman et al., 1999; Kunter, 2005; Kupermintz et al., 1995; Kyriakides
et al., 2000; Luyten & de Jong, 1998; Martinez & Martinez, 1999; Meijnen et al., 2003; Miller &
Meece, 1997; Muijs & Reynolds, 2000; Nolen, 2003; Pugh & Telhaj, 2003; Reezigt et al., 1999;
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et al., 1999; Klieme & Rakoczy, 2003; Kunter, 2005; Kupermintz & Snow, 1997; Lowther et al.,
2003; Luyten & de Jong, 1998; Reezigt et al., 1999; Taylor et al., 2003
Anderman et al., 2001; Burkam et al., 1997; Clausen, 2001; De Fraine et al., 2003; Driessen &
Sleegers, 2000; Grift et al., 1997; Gruehn, 1995; Helmke & Weinert, 1997b; Hill & Rowe, 1998;
Hofman et al., 1999; Klieme & Rakoczy, 2003; Kuklinski & Weinstein, 2001; Kunter, 2005;
Luyten & de Jong, 1998; Pugh & Telhaj, 2003; Staub & Stern, 2002; Stipek et al., 1998;
Stolarchuk & Fisher, 2001; Van Horn & Ramey, 2003; Willms & Somers, 2001; Young, 1998
Alexander et al., 2002; Baumert & Köller, 2000; Chang, 2002; D’Agostino, 2000; De Fraine et al.,
2003; de Jong et al., 2004; Driessen & Sleegers, 2000; Foorman et al., 1998; Grift et al., 1997;
Gruehn, 1995; Helmke & Weinert, 1997b; Henderson & Landesman, 1995; Hill & Rowe, 1998;
Hofman et al., 1999; Hopkins et al., 1997; Klieme & Rakoczy, 2003; Kroesbergen et al., 2004;
Kunter, 2005; Kupermintz et al., 1995; Kyriakides et al., 2000; Luyten & de Jong, 1998; Marks,
2000; Muijs & Reynolds, 2000; Ramsden, 1997; Reezigt et al., 1999; Seidel et al., 2002; Seidel
et al., 2005; Taylor et al., 2003; Werf, 1997; Werf et al., 2000; Yair, 2000
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Allsopp, 1997; Applebee et al., 2003; Ashman & Gillies, 1997; Baumert & Köller, 2000; Borsch
et al., 2002; Brush, 1997; Burkam et al., 1997; Clausen, 2001; Driessen & Sleegers, 2000;
D. Fuchs et al., 1997; L. S. Fuchs et al., 2002; George & Kaplan, 1998; Ginsburg-Block &
Fantuzzo, 1998; Gruehn, 1995; Hamilton et al., 1995; Helmke & Weinert, 1997b; Houghton et al.,
1995; Jovanovic & King, 1998; Kunter, 2005; Kupermintz et al., 1995; Kupermintz & Snow,
1997; Lazarowitz et al., 1996; Mathes et al., 1998; Seidel et al., 2002; Stevens & Slavin, 1995;
Stipek et al., 1998; Stolarchuk & Fisher, 2001; Sumfleth et al., 2004; Taylor et al., 2003;
Van Horn & Ramey, 2003; Wenglinsky, 2002; Werf et al., 2000; Young, 1998
Basic information processing
Baumert & Köller, 2000; Burkam et al., 1997; Cantrell, 1999; Chularut & DeBacker, 2004; Clausen,
2001; D’Agostino, 2000; Einsiedler & Treinies, 1997; Gruehn, 1995; Hardy et al., 2004; Hofman
et al., 1999; Klieme & Rakoczy, 2003; Kroesbergen et al., 2004; Kunter, 2005; Kupermintz et al.,
1995; Kupermintz & Snow, 1997; Möller et al., 2002; Muijs & Reynolds, 2003; Newmann et al.,
1996; Nolen, 2003; Pauli et al., 2003; Taylor et al., 2003; Tomoff et al., 2000; Van Horn &
Ramey, 2003; Wenglinsky, 2002; Yair, 2000; Young, 1998
Domain-specific information processing Baumann et al., 2003; Chang & Barufaldi, 1999; Driessen & Sleegers, 2000; Ginsburg-Block &
Fantuzzo, 1998; Guthrie et al., 1999; Guthrie et al., 1998; Guthrie et al., 1996; Guthrie et al.,
2000; Hogan, 1999; Kramarski & Mevarech, 1997; Kramarski et al., 2001; McGuinness et al.,
1995; Mevarech, 1999; Mevarech & Kramarski, 2003; Perry, 1998; Taylor et al., 2003; White &
Frederiksen, 1998; Wigfield et al., 2004
Evaluation of learning
Driessen & Sleegers, 2000; Gruehn, 1995; Meijnen et al., 2003; Pugh & Telhaj, 2003; Reezigt et al.,
1999; Wenglinsky, 2002; Werf, 1997; Werf et al., 2000; Willms & Somers, 2001
Regulation and monitoring
Clausen, 2001; De Fraine et al., 2003; de Jong et al., 2004; Driessen & Sleegers, 2000; Grift et al.,
1997; Gruehn, 1995; Hardre & Reeve, 2003; Helmke & Weinert, 1997b; Hill & Rowe, 1998;
Hofman et al., 1999; Houtveen et al., 1999; Klieme & Rakoczy, 2003; Kunter, 2005; Kyriakides
et al., 2000; Marks, 2000; Meijnen et al., 2003; Parcel & Dufur, 2001; Pugh & Telhaj, 2003;
Reezigt et al., 1999; Seidel et al., 2003; Stipek et al., 1998; Taylor et al., 2003; Udziela, 1996;
Veenstra, 1999; Werf, 1997; Werf et al., 2000; Wigfield et al., 2004; Young, 1998

Execution of learning activities
Social interaction/direct experiences
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1Countries of publication are Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile,
Columbia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Cyprus, Germany, Honduras, Israel, Mexico, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Norway, Paraguay, Peru, Switzerland, Dominican Republic, Taiwan,
United Kingdom, United States of America, and Venezuela.
2Some countries have 13 years of schooling.
3The transformation of statistics as reported in the original articles into Fisher’s Z as
an index of effect size was part of the project Positioning the Supervision Framework
for Primary and Secondary Education of the Dutch Educational Inspectorate in Current
Educational Discourse and Validating Core Indicators against the Knowledge Base
of Educational Effectiveness Research (Scheerens, Seidel, Witziers, Hendriks, &
Doornekamp, 2005) and was carried out by Jaap Scheerens at the University of Twente,
Netherlands.
4In addition, the analyses have been carried out for unweighted effect sizes and are
available. A copy can be received by contacting the first author.
5Readers are reminded that effect sizes reported in the tables refer to Fisher’s Z. To
interpret effect sizes according to Cohen’s d, use the formula presented in the Method
section (as done for the interpretation of effect sizes in this paragraph).
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